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Tired Teens: The Sleep Deficit
Today’s teens are severely sleep deprived. Research shows
that each night, teenagers need 9.2 hours of sleep to perform
optimally the next day.1 Those who fail to get enough sleep
on school nights are more likely than their peers to feel tired
or sleepy, be cranky or irritable, fall asleep in school, or have
a depressed mood.2 Yet fewer than one in ten (7.6%) high
school students get the optimal amount of sleep most nights
of the week. 3
In 1910, most people slept about nine hours a night, but with
changes in technology and increasing movement towards
a 24-hour economy, the average adult now sleeps less than

Number of Hours of Sleep
per Night for Teenagers
Optimal – 9.2 hours
Borderline – 8 to 9 hours
Insufficient – less than 8 hours
seven hours a night.4 Similarly, adolescents are trying to
manage school and social obligations by staying up later and
getting up earlier.5 In order to make up for lost sleep during the week, teenagers often sleep later on weekends, but
this type of irregularity in sleep schedule may actually hurt a
teen’s overall quality of sleep.

Why Teenagers Don’t Get Enough Sleep

Studies during the past two decades show that teenagers require more sleep than adults (9.2 hours compared to 7.5 to
8 hours),6 and tend to go to bed later at night than adults
or younger children.7, 8
A teenager’s natural tendency to stay up later at night
and wake later in the morning is determined
by hormonal changes during puberty. The
melatonin that controls sleep patterns tends to
“switch on” later at night as pubertal development progresses.9 This “sleep phase delay”
shifts the teenager’s biological clock so that
he/she may not be able to go to sleep until
10:30 or 11:00pm.10, 11 The teenage shift in
sleep pattern paired with early-morning start
times in most high schools helps explain why
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most teenagers get an average of only 7 to 7.5 hours of sleep
a night.12, 13
One researcher notes that even without the pressure of biological changes, a teenager with an early school starting time (7:30
or before) would wake up around 6:15 in order to accommodate his/her morning routine and commute to school. Such a
schedule would require the teenager to go to bed at 9:00pm
in order to get enough sleep to be prepared for the following
day.14 However, with school work, extracurricular activities
and paid employment taking priority in the evenings, it is rare
that a teenager could keep a schedule with such an early bed
time. “When biological changes are factored in, the ability even
to have merely ‘adequate’ sleep is lost.”15

Energy Drinks
In addition to soda, coffee, and tea, high doses of
caffeine are also found in energy drinks such as Red
Bull, Monster, and SoBe No Fear (among others).
Because energy drinks are classified as “nutritional
supplements,” they are neither held to the caffeine
limits governing soda nor to the safety guidelines for
pharmaceuticals. Energy drinks often contain three to
five times the amount of caffeine found in soda.24

“We have to be educating children, parents, and teachers
about the importance of sleep, just as we educate them about
exercise, nutrition, and drug and alcohol use.”16 Two of the
methods that teenagers most often use to fall asleep at night watching television and exercising – actually have a stimulating effect; they are more likely to keep a teen awake than to
encourage sleep.17 Teenagers also have high rates of caffeine
use that may affect their sleep schedules.

How Much Sleep do Teens Get?

In sixth grade, more than half of all students fail to get the
optimal amount of nightly sleep. As teenagers move into
high school, the percentage of students getting an inadequate
amount of sleep continues to increase.25

Adolescent Caffeine Intake

Children and adolescents often experience difficulty sleeping
at night as well as daytime sleepiness because of their use
of caffeine.18, 19 Too much caffeine may cause nervousness,
irritability, sleeplessness, and occasionally, rapid heart rate.20
Dependence on caffeine develops even with low daily doses
and short periods of regular daily use.21 A teenager will experience symptoms of caffeine withdrawal if he/she suddenly
quits after just three to five consecutive days of drinking caffeinated beverages.22

The average teenager gets about 7.5 hours of sleep each
school night. However, the amount of sleep a teenager gets
varies greatly by grade, gender, and race. Students in the eleventh and twelfth grades, female students, and black students
have the highest risk for insufficient sleep.26
Nationwide, 69% of high school students report insufficient
sleep on an average school night, and another 23.5% report
borderline sleep.

On a typical day, three fourths of teenagers drink an average
of 2 cups/cans of a caffeinated beverage. Research has shown
that youth who drink the typical amount of daily caffeine are
likely to get an insufficient amount of sleep on school nights,
fall asleep at school or while studying, or feel “too sleepy”
during the day.23

Fewer than one in ten high school students (7.6%) report
getting enough sleep each night,27 yet nearly two-thirds of
adolescent care-givers believe their teen gets optimal sleep
almost every night.28
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Signs and symptoms
of sleep deprivation29
r5FFOIBTEJGGJDVMUZXBLJOHVQJOUIF
NPSOJOHBOEZBXOTGSFRVFOUMZUISPVHIPVU
UIFEBZ
r5FFOJTDPOUJOVPVTMZMBUFGPSDMBTTBOEIBT
USPVCMFHFUUJOHPVUUIFEPPSJOUIFNPSOJOH
r5FFODBOUHFUUISPVHIUIFEBZXJUIPVU
ESJOLJOHDBGGFJOBUFECFWFSBHFTMJLFDPGGFF
PSTPEB
r"UFBDIFSOPUJDFTUIBUUIFTUVEFOU
QFSJPEJDBMMZGBMMTBTMFFQJODMBTT
r5FFOJTJSSJUBCMF BOYJPVT BOEHFUTBOHSZ
FBTJMZPOEBZTXIFOIFTIFHFUTMFTT
TMFFQ
r5FFOTFYUSBDVSSJDVMBSBDUJWJUJFT KPC PS
IPNFXPSLDVUTJOUPIJTIFSTMFFQPOB
OJHIUMZCBTJT

Driving Drowsy
Drowsiness and fatigue cause more than 100,000 traffic accidents
each year, and drivers under age 25 are involved in more than half
of all fall-asleep crashes. When people who lack sleep are tested
through a driving simulator, they perform just as poorly as people
who are drunk.
Teenagers in eleventh or twelfth grade often drive to school early
in the morning and drive home from extracurricular activities late
at night. More than half of all adolescents who drive (51%) report
that they have driven drowsy at least once in the past year. Fifteen
percent say they felt drowsy once a week or more while driving.37

Why it Matters

School Start Time

A teenager’s lack of sleep has been shown to cause confusion,
difficulty focusing or paying attention, and slowed thinking
that may lead to faulty decision making and increased risk
taking.30 Conversely, individuals are better able to learn tasks
if they are well rested and better remember information if
they get a good night’s sleep after learning something.31

In light of the research on teen sleep requirements, a few
high schools within the United States have changed their start
times to allow students more sleep in the mornings. Some
of the considerations these schools face include scheduling
conflicts with parent and student employment, existing school
bus routes, and after school programs.38 One researcher
suggested that school start time changes happen at the state
level so sports and social events can be coordinated between
schools.39

Teenagers who get an insufficient amount of sleep on school
nights are much more likely to experience negative consequences the following day.32 About three in ten high school
students say they fall asleep in school (28%) at least once
a week, and 22% say they fall asleep doing home work or
studying just as often. Fourteen percent of high school students also report arriving late or missing school because they
oversleep at least once a week.33

Despite the challenges, the delayed school start time has had
some positive results. Teenagers in schools with later starting
times have proven to be less sleepy during the day, to have
improved attendance rates, to earn slightly higher grades, and
to experience fewer depressive feelings. Research shows that
high school students with later school starting times go to bed
at similar times as their peers, but net an additional 5 hours of
sleep each week.40

Students who report earning Cs, Ds, and Fs in school obtain
about 25 minutes less sleep per night and go to bed 40 minutes later than students who report As and Bs.34
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In one Minnesota county, a large school district pushed back high school start
times and auto collision rates dropped significantly, while the rest of the state’s
rates increased. Other outcomes of that district-wide start time change varied
between urban and suburban schools. While suburban schools kept steady enrollment in extracurricular activities and afterschool jobs, urban school students cited
conflicts with activities and compromised earnings from jobs. However, both
suburban and urban parents said that they had fewer confrontations and more
conversations with their children in the mornings.41

Tips for getting a good night’s sleep42
r4UJDLUPBTMFFQTDIFEVMF(PUPCFEBOEXBLFVQBUUIFTBNFUJNFFWFSZEBZ
including weekends.
r"WPJEDBGGFJOFBOEOBQTBGUFSQN
r&TUBCMJTIBDBMNJOHBOESFMBYJOHCFEUJNFSPVUJOFMJLFUBLJOHBCBUI XSJUJOHJOB
journal, or drinking a warm glass of milk.
r)BWFBDPNGPSUBCMFTMFFQJOHFOWJSPONFOUUIBUJTDPPM EBSLBOERVJFU
r(FUBOIPVSPGFYQPTVSFUPCSJHIUTVOMJHIUFBDINPSOJOHBOEBWPJECSJHIUMJHIU
in the evening.
r,FFQFMFDUSPOJDTMJLFUFMFWJTJPOT DPNQVUFST BOEDFMMQIPOFTJOBMJWJOHSPPNPS
den instead of in the bedroom.

Resources about Sleep
National Institutes of Health and National Heart, Blood, and
Lung Institute1SPWJEFTHFOFSBMJOGPSNBUJPOPOTMFFQBOEJUTJNQBDUPO
UIFCPEZ BEESFTTFTUIFUPQTMFFQNZUIT BOEQSPWJEFTUJQTGPSHFUUJOHB
HPPEOJHIUTTMFFQ
IUUQXXXOIMCJOJIHPWIFBMUIQVCMJDTMFFQIFBMUIZ@TMFFQQEG
National Sleep Foundationm1SPWJEFTJOGPSNBUJPOBOEGBDUTIFFUTPO
UFFOBHFTMFFQJTTVFT
Parents of Teens: Recognize the signs and symptoms of sleep
deprivation and sleep problems
5JQTIFFUGPSSFDPHOJ[JOHUIFTJHOTUIBUBZPVUIJTTMFFQEFQSJWFE
IUUQXXXTMFFQGPVOEBUJPOPSHTJUFTEFGBVMUàMFTUFFOTJHOTQEG
Helping teens get a good night’s sleep
5JQTIFFUGPSQBSFOUTPOIPXUIFZDBOIFMQUIFJSBEPMFTDFOUTHFU
BHPPEOJHIUTTMFFQ
IUUQXXXTMFFQGPVOEBUJPOPSHTJUFTEFGBVMUàMFTUFFOTUJQTQEG
Adolescent sleep needs and patterns research report
3FTPVSDFHVJEFDPOUBJOTUJQTGPSUFFOTUPHFUBHPPEOJHIUTTMFFQBOEQPJOUFST
GPSQBSFOUTGPSIFMQJOHUIFNUPEPTP
IUUQXXXTMFFQJOGBJSGBYPSHEPDTTMFFQ@BOE@UFFOT@SFQPSU@/4'QEG
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IYI Resources
The latest data is at your fingertips with IYI’s Data Center.
Search statistics and gather data to improve your program
planning and grant writing. Or, request customized data.
Get the most comprehensive overview of children’s well-being
in Indiana. %PXOMPBEUIF,JET$PVOUJO*OEJBOB%BUB#PPL
Want in-depth information on youth?$IFDLPVUUIFGSFFSFTPVSDFT
BU*:*T7JSHJOJB#FBMM#BMM-JCSBSZ8FXJMMNBJMZPVUIFMJCSBSZNBUFSJBMTBOE
JODMVEFBQPTUBHFQBJESFUVSOFOWFMPQF
Have a quick question or want to bounce an idea around?
$POUBDU*:*TGSFF:PVUI4FSWJDF)FMQ-JOF BOEHFUUIFBOTXFSTZPVOFFE
*:*5*14
Looking for training on youth issues? *:*QSPWJEFTSFHJPOBMUSBJOJOHT
BOEGSFFXFCJOBSTPOZPVUIEFWFMPQNFOUBOEOPOQSPàUNBOBHFNFOU
Need one-on-one assistance with planning, evaluating, or
expanding your organization?#FOFàUGSPN*:*T$POTVMUJOH4FSWJDFT
BOESFDFJWFQSPGFTTJPOBMIFMQBUBGGPSEBCMFIPVSMZSBUFTmEJTDPVOUFEGBSCFMPX
NBSLFUWBMVF
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